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Dear
Our Ref: FOI 009/18
Thank you for your email to the Electoral Commission dated 25 January 2018.
The Commission aims to respond to requests for information promptly and regrets
that on this occasion we have not done so.
Your request is in bold below followed by our response.
1) I would like to request all internal correspondence and communications
between the Electoral Commission and Vote Leave between July 2016 and
December 2017.
2) 1) I would like to request all internal correspondence and communication
between July 2016 and December 2017 held by the Electoral Commission
that mentions, or refers to, Vote Leave's Dominic Cummings.
I define correspondence and communications as including (but not limited
to) the following:
Emails
Letters
Memos
Briefings
Research documents
Press clippings
Invitations
Presentation slides
Notes taken during telephone conversations

Our response is as follows:
We hold the information you have requested.
First, you requested internal correspondence and communications between the
Electoral Commission and Vote Leave. Internal correspondence is
correspondence between members of the Commission. As such, there is no
internal correspondence between the Commission and Vote Leave, as by its
nature that correspondence is external correspondence.
Attached are the documents that we hold from July 2016 to December 2017 that
are internal correspondence which mentions Vote Leave’s Dominic Cummings.
You will note that several URL’s which include ‘Skynet’ do not take you to a
webpage or a document. This is because these links only work within the
Commission’s internal IT network and not externally.  
  
You may be interested to know what the Commission has previously released
correspondence under a FOI request from 1 January 2016 to 30 June 2016
between us and Vote Leave (see here). This includes correspondence with
individuals associated with Vote Leave, which includes Mr Cummings. We have
also responded to another request for correspondence ourselves and Vote up until
26 November 2017 (see here).
Some information has also been redacted as it falls outside the scope of your
request.
Exemptions under Section 31
You will be aware that the Commission has opened an investigation into Vote
Leave’s EU referendum spending return (see statement on our website here). In
light of this investigation, the Commission has applied exemptions to some internal
correspondence which relates to this investigation. This includes correspondence
prior to the opening of the investigation which forms part of our investigation.
Section 31(1)(g) of the FOI Act provides for exemption from disclosure of
information which has been held at any time for a variety of law enforcement
interests. For example, information may be exempt under section 31(1)(g) if its
disclosure under the FOI Act would, or would be likely to, prejudice the prevention
or detection of crime. The exemption under section 31(1)(g) is subject to the public
interest test. We are satisfied that given the ongoing investigation it is not in the
public interest to release this information.
Exemptions under Section 40
You will notice that certain personal details have been redacted from the
documents we are releasing. This redaction is necessary because section 40(2)
and (3)(a) of the Freedom of Information Act 2000 (FOI) Act provides that personal
data, where its disclosure would breach one of the data protection principles, is
exempt from disclosure. The first data protection principle states that personal
data must be processed fairly and lawfully. The Commission considers that it
would be unfair to release the names and personal contact details of junior
officials, who were not employed in public facing roles and did not act as
spokespersons for their employer, as those individuals would have a reasonable
expectation that this personal data would not be disclosed to the general public.

Thanks all
Louise
From:
Sent: 20 December 2017 15:35
To: Louise Edwards
Cc:
Subject: RE: Freedom of Information - Communication with Vote Leave 186/17

Hi Louise,
What is already published
We have released all correspondence between 1 January to 30 June 2016. This should be easy
enough to link to in the response. FOI is on the website here:
https://www.electoralcommission.org.uk/ data/assets/pdf file/0006/236337/FOI-149-17Response-Final-and-attachments.pdf
What we are required to provide
As the FOI asks us for information up until 26 November 2017, we will need to collate and release
(subject to exemption) all correspondence between 1 July 2016 to this date. Having had a quick
look on CCM, this covers advice, compliance and presumably enforcement correspondence.
As last time, this will take a significant amount of time/work to compile and redact. Let me know if I
can help at all.

From: Louise Edwards
Sent: 20 December 2017 15:05
To:
Cc:
Subject: FW: Freedom of Information - Communication with Vote Leave 186/17

Hi
Can you please have a quick look at the FOI below and let me know if you think much of this falls
under the FOIs you’ve already done?
Please ignore question 1 (we’re not required to create a list) – I just need a sense of how much
might fall under question 2, and how much we’ve already published.
Thanks
Louise
From: FOI
Sent: 20 December 2017 14:25
To: Louise Edwards
Cc: FOI
Subject: Freedom of Information - Communication with Vote Leave 186/17
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Hi Louise,
Was just going to let you know about this FOI being due out next Wednesday and I have just
realised this email was not sent to you, but was sent to the requestor instead!
So sorry about this! How long do you envisage this could take?
Il have to consider this and get back to the requestor to inform of delay if needed.
Please can you let me know!
Regards,
From: FOI
Sent: 27 November 2017 15:47
To:
Cc: FOI
Subject: Freedom of Information - Communication with Vote Leave 186/17

FOI 186/17
Dear Louise,
The Commission has received the following FOI request:
I am writing to make a request under the Freedom of Information Act for:
1. A list of all email and document-based (for example but not limited to letter, memo, fax,
etc) communication between the Electoral Commission and Vote Leave (including any
recognised members of Vote Leave), between 1 January 2016 and today's date, 26
November 2017. For each item in the list, please provide the date the communication was
sent or received, the name of the sender and recipient, the title or reference of the item,
and a summary description of the item's contents.
2. Copies of all the email and document-based (for example but not limited to letter, memo,
fax, etc) communication between the Electoral Commission and Vote Leave (including any
recognised members of Vote Leave), between 1 January 2016 and today's date, 26
November 2017.
If my request is refused either in whole or in part, please make specific reference to
exemptions within FOIA.
For information, here is a link to the FOI Internal Procedure
You have been identified as the MT member responsible for preparing the response and ensuring
that it is sent out to the requester as soon as possible and within the 20 working days statutory
deadline for FOI requests. For this request the 20 working day deadline falls on 27/12/17 but we
should aim to get the response out in advance of that date if possible.
If you are not the right MT member to lead on this request, it is your responsibility to pass
on the request to that person as a matter of urgency.
Please update the FOI log every Friday with details of the progress in responding to the request.
This should include the risk level and who is involved in preparing the response.
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If Third Party consultation is required, please ensure that this is done at the earliest
opportunity, preferably by the end of day 3. This will ensure little hold up in made in
preparing the response.
If you decide that this FOI is deemed high risk, please inform me as soon as possible so
that we can plan a realistic schedule to meet the deadline.

Please insert your answer to the request into this relevant FOI Response Letter Template.docx
Once the draft has been completed, and approved if it is a higher risk request, please send it to
the Information Management team who will send the response out to the requester.
All emails and documents that need to be retained as a record of the Commission’s actions in
responding to the request should be stored in this folder: Skynet/DM/Functions/Information
Management/FOI DPA Requests/ Communication with Vote Leave.
As MT lead for this request, is your responsibility to ensure that they are there ready for review in
the event of a request for internal review of an FOI response, or a request for information from the
Information Commissioner’s Office.
Please could you also fill in the time recording sheet for this FOI request here Time
Recording FOI 186 17.xlsx
Enter time in 15 minute segments e.g. 15 minutes = 1; 30 mins = 2; 45 minutes = 3; 60
minutes = 4, etc. This is cumulative time per task across the entire FOI rather than by day.
Select your team from the dropdown menu options.
Please get back to me with any questions.
Kind Regards,
Information Management Adviser
The Electoral Commission
3 Bunhill Row
London EC1Y 8YZ
electoralcommission.org.uk
yourvotematters.co.uk
Twitter | Facebook | Blog
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Vote Leave paid 625,000 to clear bills allegedly run up by a university student with a Canadian digital agency days
ahead of last June's referendum.
The Electoral Commission says it has no grounds to suspect this was an illegal scheme to get round spending limits.
But a group of campaigning lawyers says the watchdog failed to do its job.
The Good Law Project, run by Jo Maugham QC, is attempting to secure a judicial review of the Commission's
decision in the High Court.
The allegations centre on Darren Grimes, at the time a fashion student at the University of Brighton, who set up a
group called BeLeave, to give young pro‐Brexit campaigners a voice during last year's referendum.
'Acceptable method'
As a registered campaigner, Mr Grimes was allowed to spend up to 700,000. He initially spent very little but in the
10 days leading up to the 23 June vote he ran up a 675,315 bill with Aggregate IQ Data, a Canadian marketing firm
that specialises in political campaigns, according to the Electoral Commission database.
Money to clear the bill was not given to Mr Grimes but sent directly to Aggregate IQ by Vote Leave, which separately
spent 2.7m with the same firm, more than a third of its 6.8m budget.
Mr Grimes also received 50,000 from an individual Vote Leave donor in the final 10 days, making the previously
obscure campaigner's group one of the best‐funded at the referendum.
Campaign director Dominic Cummings is quoted on Aggregate IQ's website as saying "we couldn't have done it
without them".
In total, AIQ was given 3.5m by groups campaigning for Brexit, including Vote Leave, the Democratic Unionist Party
and Veterans for Britain, which received a 100,000 donation from Vote Leave.
Vote Leave would have gone over its campaign spending limit if it had spent the money it donated on behalf of Mr
Grimes itself.
The campaign group said it made the donation to Mr Grimes because it was coming up to its 7m spending limit and
wanted a way of using 9.2m it had raised from individuals and companies on campaigning activities.
The Electoral Commission says this is an "acceptable method of donating under the rules". It only becomes a
potential offence when there is evidence of a "common plan or arrangement" on how the money is spent, to
prevent campaigns from setting up front groups to get round spending limits.
The watchdog says campaigners on the same side of the argument "can liaise and discuss campaigning approaches
without meeting the threshold of joint spending within the meaning of the legislation".
And "after a detailed look at this matter" it did not find reasonable grounds to suspect an offence had been
committed by Vote Leave or Mr Grimes.
'Wholly implausible'
But in a nine page "pre‐action letter", threatening legal proceedings against the Electoral Commission, the Good Law
Project claims the watchdog made an "error of law".
The project claims it is "wholly implausible," based on the evidence seen by the Electoral Commission, that Mr
Grimes and Vote Leave did not work together.
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Mr Grimes, who is now deputy editor of the Brexit Central website, did not respond to requests for a comment. He
has previously said: "Vote Leave had no say or input in our strategy or our campaign spending."
Matthew Elliott, who was Vote Leave's chief executive and is now editor‐at‐large of Brexit Central, was not available
for comment.
Mr Maugham, a former Labour Party member who campaigned for Remain in last year's referendum, insisted he
was not motivated by a desire to undermine Brexit.
He said there was "no evidence one way or another" that the referendum might have turned out differently if Vote
Leave had been prevented from donating to Mr Grimes.
But he said he was concerned that the Electoral Commission was "asleep on the job" and not fulfilling its role of
preventing democracy from being "captured" by those with big money to spend.
"Too many of our regularity agencies are managed and governed by people who are there because they will not rock
the boat. I think it is a systemic problem," he added.
Investigations
An Electoral Commission spokesman said: "We can confirm that we have received a letter from lawyers acting on
behalf of the Good Law Project.
"We will respond to the letter in accordance with the usual processes. We have no further comment to make."
In April, the Electoral Commission launched a separate investigation into spending during the referendum by
Leave.EU, the campaign backed by then‐UKIP leader Nigel Farage and donor Arron Banks.
It is also investigating spending by the anti‐Brexit campaign Britain Stronger in Europe.
The Good Law Project has accused the watchdog of dragging its feet over the Leave.EU investigation and is
demanding a statement on what stage it has reached and "reasons for the delay".
An Electoral Commission spokesman said "investigations take as long as they take".
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk‐politics‐41570993
______________________________________
Extracted by Press Data Ltd.
For urgent enquiries, please contact
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And Quartz business news published an explainer covering the various investigations into EU
referendum campaigners.

Russian interference
Although this story has slipped from the front page this week, the Guardian is still reporting it.
Their article includes information about suspected Russian Twitter ‘troll’ accounts and how many
times they were quoted in news articles. They found “29 different accounts were quoted across
more than 80 different news stories. The Telegraph embedded posts from the Russian accounts
15 times, followed by BuzzFeed, which quoted 13 accounts over 10 news stories, and the Metro,
which quoted eight accounts across a total of 11 news stories.”

PCC elections
BBC Radio 4 [no link] reported on the 5-year anniversary of the first Police and Crime
Commissioner elections. They included contributions from a former advisor to Kevin Hurley,
former PCC for Surrey, who acknowledged that many people have little or no understanding about
what the role is for or who to vote for. They discussed concerns relating to the Surrey PCC
election that some independent candidates were encouraged to stand by one of the major parties
to try to split the vote of their competitors and raised concerns about the level of media disinterest
in PCCs and their campaigns which means they do not receive the same level of scrutiny as other
political candidates. The Electoral Commission’s Tom Hawthorn, in a segment recorded some
time ago, is heard speaking about our reported findings that people felt they did not have enough
information to make decision on voting for PCCs.

Electronic voting
An article on Bloomberg News looks at e-voting as well as e-identification and e0government
systems around the world. It highlights findings by campaigners that some of these systems in
Estonia and Spain are vulnerable to hacking and a former Estonian President is quoted saying
“other countries and institutions have the same problem, too; they're just not talking openly about
it.” The article continues to look at the systems in Estonia in more detail and concludes that
“Pushing ahead with digitalized government, or indeed with any major technological change,
shouldn't be a choice we make with our eyes closed. Societies should have the risks thoroughly
explained to them before they vote to allow these breakthroughs.”
An article from the Nigerian New Telegraph reports that Nigeria’s National Assembly has
announced plans for electronic voting at the 2019 general elections, in a new Electoral Act.

Votes at 16
Votes at 16: we need a proper conversation about when adulthood begins – Democratic
Audit UK
“The vexed question of whether people should be allowed to vote from the age of 16 has returned
to the Commons with Jim McMahon MP’s Private Member’s Bill. Many argue – citing the Scottish
independence referendum – that it would provide a democratic stimulus. Yet the evidence for that
is lacking, say Andy Mycock (University of Huddersfield) and Jon Tonge (University of Liverpool).
Citizenship education in schools is patchy. There is no GCSE in politics. We need to engage in a
broader debate about when adulthood really begins, and with it the right to drink alcohol, drive or
serve on a jury, as well as vote.”
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For interest
Brexit has blown open the unreconciled divisions in Northern Ireland – Democratic Audit
UK
“The British and Irish governments have long tried to keep a lid on the tensions in Northern
Ireland. But Brexit, argues Duncan Morrow (Ulster University) has exposed the weaknesses of the
Good Friday and St Andrew’s Agreements – deals that never required each side to give up their
aims of ruling Northern Ireland alone. Now these unreconciled political narratives are exposed
again to the outside world. The question of whether Brexit shapes the future of Northern Ireland,
or Northern Ireland shapes Brexit, is still completely unresolved.”

On this Day
1946 - The first Biro ballpoint pen went on sale, invented by Hungarian Laszlo Biro and
manufactured by a British company.
1963 - Kennedy shot dead in Dallas. The president of the United States has been assassinated by
a gunman in Dallas, Texas.
1990 - Thatcher quits as prime minister. Margaret Thatcher is to stand down as prime minister
after her cabinet refuses to back her in a second round of leadership elections.
2005 - Merkel becomes German chancellor. Angela Merkel, leader of the Christian Democrats, is
sworn in as Germany's first woman chancellor.

Communications Officer
The Electoral Commission
3 Bunhill Row
London EC1Y 8YZ

Advice and guidance line: 0333 103 1928
Advice and guidance email: infoengland@electoralcommission.org.uk
electoralcommission.org.uk
yourvotematters.co.uk

Twitter | Facebook | Blog
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_____________________________________________
From: Louise Edwards
Sent: 27 September 2017 11:51
To:
Subject: FW: FOI 149/17 - Vote Leave Correspondence

Hi both
We’ve had the FOI below in. Given the time period it covers, I’d say that it’s mainly going to be the
old Guidance team material, hence asking the two of you to take a look. Please could I ask you to
work together to produce a draft by, say, 18 October?
In my view the scope of the request is a little confusing. First, on question one the requester asks
for internal correspondence but then goes on to talk about it being between us and Vote Leave. I
think this means communications between us and Vote Leave (ie not internal documents). Note
that as we undoubtedly have such correspondence, we’ll have to write to Mr Halsall (the
responsible person) early on in the process to let him know about this.
Secondly, the requester asks for “correspondence and communications” referencing Mr Cummins,
and then lists a load of document types that aren’t correspondence or communications. Again, I
think we should take a wide interpretation and just look for any documents that reference him.
Very happy to discuss if you disagree though.
Thanks
Louise
_____________________________________________
From: FOI
Sent: 26 September 2017 17:40
To: Louise Edwards
Subject: FOI 149/17 - Vote Leave Correspondence

FOI 149/17
Dear Louise,
The Commission has received the following FOI request:
1) I would like to request all internal correspondence and communications between the
Electoral Commission and Vote Leave between Jan and June 2016.
2) 1) I would like to request all internal correspondence and communication between Jan
and June 2016 held by the Electoral Commission that mentions, or refers to, Vote Leave's
Dominic Cumminings.
I define correspondence and communications as including (but not limited to) the
following:
Emails
Letters
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Memos
Briefings
Research documents
Press clippings
Invitations
Presentation slides
Notes taken during telephone conversations
I would like to receive this information in an electronic format.
If you feel that this request is likely to engage costs due to the time I would be grateful if
you could contact me as soon as possible and advise me on how to narrow my request
down.
For information, here is a link to the FOI Internal Procedure
You have been identified as the MT member responsible for preparing the response and ensuring
that it is sent out to the requester as soon as possible and within the 20 working days statutory
deadline for FOI requests. For this request the 20 working day deadline falls on Tuesday 24
October 2017 but we should aim to get the response out in advance of that date if possible.
If you are not the right MT member to lead on this request, it is your responsibility to pass
on the request to that person as a matter of urgency. If you think that other areas may
have aspects to contribute to assist PFR with this request, let’s discuss.
Please update the FOI log every Friday with details of the progress in responding to the request.
This should include the risk level and who is involved in preparing the response.
 If Third Party consultation is required, please ensure that this is done at the earliest
opportunity, preferably by the end of day 3. This will ensure little hold up in made in
preparing the response.
 If you decide that this FOI is deemed high risk, please inform me as soon as possible so
that we can plan a realistic schedule to meet the deadline.
Please insert your answer to the request into this relevant template FOI Response Letter
Template 149 17 Vote Leave Correspondence .docx
Once the draft has been completed, and approved if it is a higher risk request, please send it to
the Information Management team who will send the response out to the requester.
All emails and documents that need to be retained as a record of the Commission’s actions in
responding to the request should be stored in this folder: Skynet/DM/Functions/Information
Management/FOI DPA Requests/FOI 149/17 Vote Leave Correspondence
As MT lead for this request, is your responsibility to ensure that they are there ready for review in
the event of a request for internal review of an FOI response, or a request for information from the
Information Commissioner’s Office.
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As per my email re time recording for FOI requests please find a link to the sheet for this
request FOI Response Letter Template 149 17 Vote Leave Correspondence .docx
Enter time in 15 minute segments e.g. 15 minutes = 1; 30 mins = 2; 45 minutes = 3; 60
minutes = 4, etc. This is cumulative time per task across the entire FOI rather than by day.
Select your team from the dropdown menu options.
Please get back to me with any questions.
Kind regards,

Information, Knowledge and Systems Manager
The Electoral Commission
3 Bunhill Row
London EC1Y 8YZ

electoralcommission.org.uk
yourvotematters.co.uk

Twitter | Facebook | Blog
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Hi, I understand the purpose of an electoral commission is to adjudicate and validate a democratic choice with the
electorate in no way subject to having one side sidestepping the rules ‐ which you're organisation is purposely
commissioned to enforce. One has to question how the 2016 vote stands in this light and how the validity of the
result is endorsed by those overseeing the process. Given the vote leave marginal victory and the gross abuse of
funding policies that have recently come to light, it is beholden on your organisation to either invalidate the result
with the option of a future referendum, or you can be judged by history.
Regards

P.S. Been reading this weekend in the broadsheets how Dominic Cummings of vote leave ridicules you guys
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https://www.electoralcommission.org.uk/
Response-Final-and-attachments.pdf

data/assets/pdf file/0006/236337/FOI-149-17-

I hope this is useful.

Best,

From: David Pegg [mailto:
Sent: 21 November 2017 11:56
To:
Subject: Fwd: The Guardian - Electoral Commission - Correspondence with Vote Leave

Dear

Thank you for your help with this. Below is the email

sent me in September.

To recap: Mr Cummings has stated that the Electoral Commission gave Vote Leave written permission for
its Grimes donation. [https://twitter.com/JolyonMaugham/status/932666471041388544/photo/1]. The Times
have also reported that a "Vote Leave source" said the EC had "cleared" the donation
[https://www.thetimes.co.uk/edition/news/fashion-student-given-625-000-to-spend-by-vote-leavex5r75ws6t].

In the EC's email to me below (which was sent within three days of the Cummings tweets linked to above) it
denied providing any such approval.

Does the Electoral Commission stand by its claim that it did not provide written permission for Vote
Leave's donation to Darren Grimes?

Please can you come back to me by no later than 17:00 today? I'm on
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It is also acceptable under the law for donations to be made by one organisation to another by
way of payment for services provided by a third party. Hence donations to Mr Grimes were made
by way of a direct payment from Vote Leave to AggregateIQ for services provided to Mr Grimes,
which is an acceptable method of donating under the rules.

The Commission has to establish evidence that shows an offence beyond reasonable doubt for
there to be regulatory sanction. After a detailed look at this matter we were satisfied that we didn’t
have reasonable grounds to suspect an offence by Vote Leave or BeLeave in relation to these
matters.

I mentioned that the Commission had called for the law concerning the ‘joint spending’ rules to be
clarified. In March this year, the Commission published a report on campaigning at the
referendum: https://www.electoralcommission.org.uk/i-am-a/journalist/electoral-commissionmedia-centre/news-releases-referendums/governing-legislation-must-be-changed-to-underpinfuture-referendums,-says-electoral-commission

We recommended that Parliament should consider the joint spending controls which were in
operation for this referendum and clarify their scope ahead of any future referendum. These
controls prevent campaigners setting up multiple campaign groups in order to circumvent
spending controls, while giving them freedom to work together. To improve transparency and
enforceability, the controls should include a requirement that campaigners include in their postreferendum spending return the names of those they worked with and how much they each
spent. The current legislation is silent on this. We are still awaiting the UK Government to
respond to our recommendation.

I hope the information above is helpful.

Kind regards,

From: David Pegg [mailto:
Sent: 19 September 2017 17:21
To:
Subject: The Guardian - Electoral Commission - Correspondence with Vote Leave

Dear
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Thank you kindly in advance for your help with this. I will set out the reasoning beyond our query first and
hopefully that will be helpful.

1) On 3 August 2016, The Times published an article concerning the donation of £625,000 to Darren
Grimes/BeLeave by Vote Leave in the final days of the Brexit campaign
(https://www.thetimes.co.uk/edition/news/fashion-student-given-625-000-to-spend-by-vote-leavex5r75ws6t). In part that article reads:

"A Vote Leave source admitted it had given Mr Grimes the cash because it was close to breaching its £7
million spending limit and wanted to ensure all the money it had been given would be used. It said it had
cleared the donation with the Electoral Commission."

2) On 12 May 2017, Paul-Olivier Dehaye submitted an FOI request to the Electoral Commission via
WhatDoTheyKnow
(https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/communications_between_vote_leav#incoming-1005878),
requesting:

"any document exchanged between either Vote Leave or BeLeave and the Electoral Commission, during the
regulated period right before the Brexit referendum, and concerning 3rd party or joint funding of
campaigns."

The donation to Mr Grimes (which occurred in the final days of the campaign) would appear to fall under
this definition. However, there is no correspondence of this nature included in the FOI response mentioned
above.

Why might this be? If you could help with the following it would save us having to put in more FOIs and be
much appreciated.

1) On what date did Vote Leave approach the Electoral Commission requesting 'clearance' of the
donation to Mr Grimes, and who on behalf of Vote Leave made that approach?

2) In what form (email, phone call, etc) did Vote Leave request this 'clearance'? If email, what is the
reason this was not included in the FOI response? I appreciate it may have been a simple oversight.

Apologies for the length but I thought it would be more helpful than less to include the reasoning behind the
query. Please do not hesitate to let me know if I can clarify anything or I've misunderstood something.
6

This e-mail and all attachments are confidential and may also be privileged. If you are not the
named recipient, please notify the sender and delete the e-mail and all attachments
immediately. Do not disclose the contents to another person. You may not use the information for
any purpose, or store, or copy, it in any way. Guardian News & Media Limited is not liable for any
computer viruses or other material transmitted with or as part of this e-mail. You should employ
virus checking software.

Guardian News & Media Limited is a member of Guardian Media Group plc. Registered Office: PO Box 68164, Kings
Place, 90 York Way, London, N1P 2AP. Registered in England Number 908396

This e-mail and all attachments are confidential and may also be privileged. If you are not the
named recipient, please notify the sender and delete the e-mail and all attachments
immediately. Do not disclose the contents to another person. You may not use the information for
any purpose, or store, or copy, it in any way. Guardian News & Media Limited is not liable for any
computer viruses or other material transmitted with or as part of this e-mail. You should employ
virus checking software.
Guardian News & Media Limited is a member of Guardian Media Group plc. Registered Office: PO Box 68164, Kings
Place, 90 York Way, London, N1P 2AP. Registered in England Number 908396
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To: Louise Edwards
Cc:
Subject: RE: FOI 149/17 - Vote Leave Correspondence

I’ve added a line to cover off the returns point.
On the redaction point, Adobe does not allow you to “un‐redact” documents so I will need to go through them
again, identify which ones need redoing and redo them.
This is likely to take a few hours, so I should have it done for tomorrow morning.

_____________________________________________
From: Louise Edwards
Sent: 25 October 2017 14:02
To:
Cc:
Subject: RE: FOI 149/17 - Vote Leave Correspondence

Hi
We talked about this FOI earlier. Thanks for your work (and
etc.

on checking redactions

We agreed that you’d add a line into the letter explaining that the actual pre-poll donation reports
referenced in the emails are already published.
We also touched on the redaction of my name (and possibly Vicky Fox’s) from some of the emails.
I appreciate there is a consequence in terms of resource and how soon we can respond to the
FOI, but given the profile of the matter I think we do need to ensure that the names of Heads and
above are not redacted out.
Please could you give me an estimate on how long you think that will take?
Thanks
Louise
_____________________________________________
From:
Sent: 20 October 2017 13:46
To: Louise Edwards
Cc:
Subject: RE: FOI 149/17 - Vote Leave Correspondence

Hi Louise,
I’ve been through your points. See actions and comments on them below:




All redactions have been reviewed and double checked by myself and
Could you point out which of
email has an attachment. I can’t find it on CCM?
The only document that I was sent was campaign monitoring and the designation document which we will
link to in the request re campaign monitoring.
2

After what feels like reliving the referendum again, I have put all relevant correspondence on
Skynet and applies redactions on personal information.
The documents relating to designation, which mention Mr Cummings, are not included but we
have already responded to a similar request so we can link to this and I have alluded to this in my
draft.
Link to documents and draft response here:
http://skynet/dm/Functions/IM/Requests%20%20FOI%20%20DPA/Forms/Active%20FOIs.aspx?R
ootFolder=%2Fdm%2FFunctions%2FIM%2FRequests%20%20FOI%20%20DPA%2FVote%20Le
ave%20Correspondence&FolderCTID=0x0120003172E87C30FF6F4AB8B655DD14C815630071
8204922E5DB740AF869C3EC50C645A&View=%7bBC5F073F-2E58-464D-9AA9A24F235EE1B6%7d&InitialTabId=Ribbon%2EDocument&VisibilityContext=WSSTabPersistence
Let me know if you have any questions.

_____________________________________________
From:
Sent: 29 September 2017 15:47
To:
Cc:
Subject: FW: FOI 149/17 - Vote Leave Correspondence

Hi
tells me that you’re going to be leading on this FOI – thanks for this. I don’t imagine there’s too much work
involved given the timeframes involved.
Next steps:
1. You’ll need to send an email to PFR and probably copy in
and legal to ask whether anyone has
any relevant correspondence. You’ll see from Louise’s email below that we’re taking a broad approach to the
request;
2. You’ll need to set up a link for people to drop anything they have into;
3. Most of the information should be on CCM.
was the single point of contact and was good at recording
things;
4. I’ve copied in
who will be able to assist if you need help from our side;
5. I’ve emailed Alan Halsall (Responsible Person) about the FOI and he’s confirmed that he’s happy with the
request subject to the usual bits about personal information.
Please keep me in the loop – happy to be involved if you need my input.
Louise has asked for a draft response to be with her by 18 October which hopefully is okay. It won’t say much other
than here’s the info and any exemptions that we’ll apply. The deadline for the reply is 24 October.

_____________________________________________
From: Louise Edwards
Sent: 27 September 2017 11:51
To:
Subject: FW: FOI 149/17 - Vote Leave Correspondence

Hi both
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We’ve had the FOI below in. Given the time period it covers, I’d say that it’s mainly going to be the
old Guidance team material, hence asking the two of you to take a look. Please could I ask you to
work together to produce a draft by, say, 18 October?
In my view the scope of the request is a little confusing. First, on question one the requester asks
for internal correspondence but then goes on to talk about it being between us and Vote Leave. I
think this means communications between us and Vote Leave (ie not internal documents). Note
that as we undoubtedly have such correspondence, we’ll have to write to Mr Halsall (the
responsible person) early on in the process to let him know about this.
Secondly, the requester asks for “correspondence and communications” referencing Mr Cummins,
and then lists a load of document types that aren’t correspondence or communications. Again, I
think we should take a wide interpretation and just look for any documents that reference him.
Very happy to discuss if you disagree though.
Thanks
Louise
_____________________________________________
From: FOI
Sent: 26 September 2017 17:40
To: Louise Edwards
Subject: FOI 149/17 - Vote Leave Correspondence

FOI 149/17
Dear Louise,
The Commission has received the following FOI request:
1) I would like to request all internal correspondence and communications between the
Electoral Commission and Vote Leave between Jan and June 2016.
2) 1) I would like to request all internal correspondence and communication between Jan
and June 2016 held by the Electoral Commission that mentions, or refers to, Vote Leave's
Dominic Cumminings.
I define correspondence and communications as including (but not limited to) the
following:
Emails
Letters
Memos
Briefings
Research documents
Press clippings
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Invitations
Presentation slides
Notes taken during telephone conversations
I would like to receive this information in an electronic format.
If you feel that this request is likely to engage costs due to the time I would be grateful if
you could contact me as soon as possible and advise me on how to narrow my request
down.
For information, here is a link to the FOI Internal Procedure
You have been identified as the MT member responsible for preparing the response and ensuring
that it is sent out to the requester as soon as possible and within the 20 working days statutory
deadline for FOI requests. For this request the 20 working day deadline falls on Tuesday 24
October 2017 but we should aim to get the response out in advance of that date if possible.
If you are not the right MT member to lead on this request, it is your responsibility to pass
on the request to that person as a matter of urgency. If you think that other areas may
have aspects to contribute to assist PFR with this request, let’s discuss.
Please update the FOI log every Friday with details of the progress in responding to the request.
This should include the risk level and who is involved in preparing the response.
 If Third Party consultation is required, please ensure that this is done at the earliest
opportunity, preferably by the end of day 3. This will ensure little hold up in made in
preparing the response.
 If you decide that this FOI is deemed high risk, please inform me as soon as possible so
that we can plan a realistic schedule to meet the deadline.
Please insert your answer to the request into this relevant template FOI Response Letter
Template 149 17 Vote Leave Correspondence .docx
Once the draft has been completed, and approved if it is a higher risk request, please send it to
the Information Management team who will send the response out to the requester.
All emails and documents that need to be retained as a record of the Commission’s actions in
responding to the request should be stored in this folder: Skynet/DM/Functions/Information
Management/FOI DPA Requests/FOI 149/17 Vote Leave Correspondence
As MT lead for this request, is your responsibility to ensure that they are there ready for review in
the event of a request for internal review of an FOI response, or a request for information from the
Information Commissioner’s Office.
As per my email re time recording for FOI requests please find a link to the sheet for this
request FOI Response Letter Template 149 17 Vote Leave Correspondence .docx
Enter time in 15 minute segments e.g. 15 minutes = 1; 30 mins = 2; 45 minutes = 3; 60
minutes = 4, etc. This is cumulative time per task across the entire FOI rather than by day.
Select your team from the dropdown menu options.
Please get back to me with any questions.
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Kind regards,

Information, Knowledge and Systems Manager
The Electoral Commission
3 Bunhill Row
London EC1Y 8YZ

electoralcommission.org.uk
yourvotematters.co.uk

Twitter | Facebook | Blog
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The Commission did not provide Vote Leave with written permission to make donations to Mr
Grimes or any other campaigner in the EU Referendum. Consequently, there is no
correspondence to that effect to disclose.
Campaigners in a referendum can be permissible donors to other campaigners. There is no
requirement on them to seek the Commission’s permission in advance, and we have no power,
duty or function allowing us to grant such permission.
We have reviewed all communications between the Commission and Vote Leave/Dominic
Cumming from during the referendum campaign period. We can’t find any record of any exchange
with us on the subject of donations between them from that period.
From: FOI
Sent: 18 October 2017 12:53
To: Louise Edwards
Cc: Melanie Davidson; FOI
Subject: RE: FOI 119/17 - Communications re Campaign Funding-Spending. (This email please, previous one sent
too soon)

Hi Louise,
Yes, I think that is sensible. Are you both happy for me to send a holding reply to say that we are
looking further into her questions and will come back to her within the next few days?
Kind regards,

From: Louise Edwards
Sent: 18 October 2017 12:31
To: FOI; Melanie Davidson
Subject: RE: FOI 119/17 - Communications re Campaign Funding-Spending. (This email please, previous one sent
too soon)

Right, this helps shed some light.
I’m not sure what the process is here, but can you leave this with me for a day or two?
is
currently finishing off an FOI that asked for all correspondence between us and Vote Leave during
the campaign. So anything we wrote to them or to Mr Cummings on donations will be within that
set of documents. I will be able to search it to see what, if anything, there is.
Thanks
Louise
From: FOI
Sent: 18 October 2017 12:01
To: Louise Edwards; Melanie Davidson
Subject: FW: FOI 119/17 - Communications re Campaign Funding-Spending. (This email please, previous one sent
too soon)

Hello,
The requester has responded to our IR response. Louise and discussed this earlier, there is an
image of the letter in the cached twitter feed but I cannot yet see enough of it to figure out when it
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was sent, I will continue to dig on that and see if I find something that will help us target this
document.
FOI does not require us to search for cached twitter feeds that are not our own so our initial
response is within FOI.
Kind regards,

From: Carole Cadwalladr
Sent: 17 October 2017 22:52
To: FOI
Subject: FOI 119/17 - Communications re Campaign Funding-Spending. (This email please, previous one sent too
soon)

Hi Melanie,
Thank you for response.
For clarification: you state that my original request was made on September 14. This is incorrect. My
original request was made on July 19.
I received a reply from the commission on September 14. The letter states that it has responded within 20
working days of my request. This is incorrect.
In your response, you state that in my request of September 25, I asked for an internal review of the
Electoral Commission's response. To be clear, on Septmember
In fact, on September 18, I wrote:
In order to understand the grounds on which I can appeal, can you please give me:
1) The processing notes
2) The point of law on which the decision was made?
I would appreciate your soonest reply.
Thanks, Carole

I have received neither of these pieces in your information in your reply. I understand that both of these fall
within the scope of the Freedom of Information Act so I could I kindly ask that you deal with this part of my
query first and separately. I wish to know how you reached this decision that you sent me on September
14:
"The Commission strives to be an open, transparent authority, but in some circumstances we
cannot responsibly release requested information, and we ask for your understanding in
this regard."
Secondly, on September 19, I gave the Commission additional details pertaining to one part the FOI request
I first sent on July 19.
Dominic Cummings, of Vote Leave, has claimed in public that the Electoral Commission gave Vote Leave
written permission to make donations to other campaigns. If this letter does indeed exist, I would like to see
it. I sent you tweets in which he states this explicitly. You wrote back to me yesterday to say that they had
been deleted so you could not review them.
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Here they are again, archived in the google cache:
https://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:https://twitter.com/odysseanproject/status/909836
518604369921
https://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:https://twitter.com/odysseanproject/status/909836
685130727429
https://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:https://twitter.com/odysseanproject/status/909837
057488539650
In case of any difficulty accessing these, they have also been saved here:
https://jonworth.eu/wp-content/uploads/cummings/909836518604369921.html
https://jonworth.eu/wp-content/uploads/cummings/909836685130727429.html
https://jonworth.eu/wp-content/uploads/cummings/909836685130727429.html
Given the length of time it has taken to deal with this request, I would kindly ask for your urgent attention in
this matter.
Did the Electoral Commission send Vote Leave a letter containing - in Dominic Cummings' words "written permission in advance...that we cd make donations"? If it did, in the interests of freedom and
transparency and in accordance with the 2000 Freedom of Information Act, please produce it.
Best wishes, Carole

On 16 October 2017 at 13:34, FOI <F@electoralcommission.org.uk> wrote:
Dear Carole,

Thank you for your recent request dated 25 September 2017 for an internal review of the Electoral
Commission’s response to your earlier request under the Freedom of Information Act 2000
(FOIA). That request was given the reference FOI 119/17.

In your original request (date 14 September 2017) you asked:
In the interests of openness and transparency and in accordance with the 2000 Freedom of
Information Act, could you please supply the following:
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1) Any communication with Darren Grimes regarding campaign funding/spending.
2) Any communication with Veterans for Britain or individuals working on behalf of
Veterans for Britain regarding campaign funding/spending.
3) Any communication with David Banks regarding campaign funding/spending.
4) Any communication with Muslims for Britain, or individuals working on behalf of
Muslims for Britain regarding campaign funding/spending.
5) Any communication with the DUP or individuals working on behalf of the DUP regarding
campaign funding/spending.
6) Any communication with Vote Leave or Leave.EU regarding working with any of the
other campaigns named above.
You further clarified the following in respect of the request:
Can you please check for the registered period before the referendum? (By which we are
taking as the EU Referendum).
The Commissions response was that there had been some correspondence with Mr David Banks
and provided those details.

You have requested an internal review of this response on the basis that:

It's in the public domain now that a letter was sent from the Electoral Commission to Vote Leave
regarding donations to other campaigns. Dominic Cummings on Twitter:

https://twitter.com/odysseanproject/status/909836518604369921

https://twitter.com/odysseanproject/status/909836685130727429

https://twitter.com/odysseanproject/status/909837057488539650

I have undertaken this review because I am a member of the Commission’s management team
and I was not previously involved in the original response to your request. In undertaking the
review I have asked that a further search be undertaken for any correspondence that meets your
original request.
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In addition I have reviewed the Twitter links that you provided however they no longer appear to
be active and therefore I am unable to review the information you believe is relevant to this
request.

The result of our searches have not resulted in any additional correspondence being identified
that meets your original request.

I would like to take this opportunity to ask if you have any additional information you can provide
about the correspondence you have referred to as being in the public domain, so that we may be
able to identify it in our files?

Kind Regards,

Melanie Davidson

From: FOI
Sent: 25 September 2017 13:10
To: 'Carole Cadwalladr'
Cc: FOI
Subject: RE: FOI 119/17 - Communications re Campaign Funding-Spending - Internal Review

Dear Carole,

Our Ref: FOI 119/17

Thank you for your email.

Following your emails dated 18th September 2017 and 19th September 2017, this will now be processed
as an internal review of the Freedom of Information request referenced above. Your queries below will be
included in this review.
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The Commission aims to respond to requests for internal review promptly and within a recommended time
frame of twenty working days.

You may expect to receive a reply from the Commission by 17 October 2017.

If you choose not to have an internal review carried out, please opt out by letting us know at your earliest
convenience.

Kind regards,

Information Management Adviser
The Electoral Commission
3 Bunhill Row
London EC1Y 8YZ
www.electoralcommission.org.uk
Putting voters first



Please consider the environment before printing this email.

From: Carole Cadwalladr
Sent: 19 September 2017 16:46
To: FOI
Subject: Re: FOI 119/17 - Communications re Campaign Funding-Spending & 120/17 Campaigner Communications Response

Thanks
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It's in the public domain now that a letter was sent from the Electoral Commission to Vote Leave regarding
donations to other campaigns. Dominic Cummings on Twitter:

https://twitter.com/odysseanproject/status/909836518604369921

https://twitter.com/odysseanproject/status/909836685130727429

https://twitter.com/odysseanproject/status/909837057488539650

I have been submitting FOIs to see this letter since July 19. I would be grateful if you could either produce it
or tell me on what grounds and what points of law you are refusing this request.

I would also appreciate it if you could let me know a time frame for when I can expect a reply.

Many thanks, Carole

On 19 September 2017 at 16:35, FOI <F@electoralcommission.org.uk> wrote:
Thank you for your email. You may request an internal review of our response to your request without
stating specific grounds. The internal review will look at the process carried out to identify the information
relevant to your request and additionally the relevance of any exemptions that were claimed.

Please can you confirm if you would like an Internal Review for this request?

Kind Regards,

From: Carole Cadwalladr [mailto
Sent: 18 September 2017 19:41
To: FOI
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Subject: Re: FOI 119/17 - Communications re Campaign Funding-Spending & 120/17 Campaigner Communications Response

Thanks

So, in order to understand the grounds on which I can appeal, can you please give me:
1) The processing notes
2) The point of law on which the decision was made?
I would appreciate your soonest reply.
Thanks, Carole

On 14 September 2017 at 13:09, FOI <F@electoralcommission.org.uk> wrote:
Dear Carole,

Our Ref: FOI 119/17

Thank you for your email to the Electoral Commission dated 19 July 2017.

The Commission aims to respond to requests for information promptly and has done so within the
statutory timeframe of twenty working days.

Your request is in bold below followed by our response.

You have requested:

In the interests of openness and transparency and in accordance with the 2000 Freedom of
Information Act, could you please supply the following:
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1) Any communication with Darren Grimes regarding campaign funding/spending.

2) Any communication with Veterans for Britain or individuals working on behalf of
Veterans for Britain regarding campaign funding/spending.

3) Any communication with David Banks regarding campaign funding/spending.

4) Any communication with Muslims for Britain, or individuals working on behalf of
Muslims for Britain regarding campaign funding/spending.

5) Any communication with the DUP or individuals working on behalf of the DUP regarding
campaign funding/spending.

6) Any communication with Vote Leave or Leave.EU regarding working with any of the
other campaigns named above.

You have clarified the following in respect of the request:

Can you please check for the registered period before the referendum? (By which we are
taking as the EU Referendum).

Our response is as follows:

We hold some of the information you have requested. The Commission’s correspondence with Mr David
Banks is attached; however we hold no records of any communication with remaining campaigners as per
your request. The Commission also has no record of any communication with Vote Leave or Leave.EU
regarding working with any of the campaigners listed in your request. Redactions have been applied to the
attached correspondence in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998.

I trust that this information satisfies your request. The Commission strives to be an open, transparent
authority, but in some circumstances we cannot responsibly release requested information, and we ask
for your understanding in this regard.
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If you are not satisfied with this response, please note that the Commission operates a review
procedure, details of which can be found on the Commission website at:
http://www.electoralcommission.org.uk/about-us/freedom-of-information-requests/how-do-I-makean-foi-request
Please also note that if you have exhausted all internal Commission review procedures and you are still not
satisfied you have the right to appeal to the Information Commissioner. Details of this procedure can be
found on the ICO website: http://www.ico.gov.uk

Yours sincerely,

Information Management Adviser
The Electoral Commission
3 Bunhill Row
London EC1Y 8YZ
www.electoralcommission.org.uk
Putting voters first



Please consider the environment before printing this email.

This e-mail and all attachments are confidential and may also be privileged. If you are not the
named recipient, please notify the sender and delete the e-mail and all attachments
immediately. Do not disclose the contents to another person. You may not use the information for
any purpose, or store, or copy, it in any way. Guardian News & Media Limited is not liable for any
computer viruses or other material transmitted with or as part of this e-mail. You should employ
virus checking software.
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Thanks for getting in touch. Unfortunately we can’t say much more than is in the press release below, and it would
not be appropriate to go into further details of what is now a live investigation.

In relation to correspondents with Vote Leave, we recently released an FOI seeking all communications with Vote
Leave, which can be found here:
https://www.electoralcommission.org.uk/ data/assets/pdf file/0006/236337/FOI‐149‐17‐Response‐Final‐and‐
attachments.pdf

Thanks and best wishes,

From: Coates, Sam
Sent: 21 November 2017 13:22
To: Press;
Subject: Fwd: Electoral Commission statement regarding Vote Leave Limited, Mr Darren Grimes and Veterans for
Britain Limited

Hi,
Please may I ask two questions about the Vote Leave investigation. Thought it easier to submit qs by email
but happy to chat on phone
1. We reported on Febraury 17 2016 here https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/brexit-groups-plot-to-breakcampaign-spending-limit-k86qwrc7w that Steve Baker - then an MP involved with Vote Leave, now a
brexit minister, was advocating breaching campaign spending limits. In a memo leaked to The Times, Mr
Baker wrote: “It is open to the Vote Leave family to create separate legal entities, each of which could
spend £700,000: Vote Leave will be able to spend as much money as is necessary to win the referendum.”
Full memo https://twitter.com/SamCoatesTimes/status/700007222496124928/photo/1
Does this memo form part of your inquiry, will you be looking at whether there is any connection between
what Steve Baker advocated then and what happened with Vote Leave-linked organisation.
2. Vote Leave campaign director Dominic Cummings wrote on his blog in Januar that they were obeying
spending limits then "(This turned out to be wrong because the Electoral Commission suddenly allowed us
to donate to other campaigns.) " - Do you know what this refers to? What date it happened? What you said?
This will be a key part of the Vote Leave defence - do you recognise this claim by Cummings at all. The
entry can be found in this blog here: https://dominiccummings.files.wordpress.com/2017/01/20170130referendum-22-numbers.pdf

Many thanks
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Vote Leave, Mr Grimes and Veterans for Britain were all permitted participants in the EU referendum.
Bob Posner, the Electoral Commission’s Director of Political Finance and Regulation and Legal Counsel,
said:
“There is significant public interest in being satisfied that the facts are known about Vote Leave’s spending
on the campaign, particularly as it was a lead campaigner with a greater spending limit than any other
campaigners on the ‘leave’ side. Legitimate questions over the funding provided to campaigners risks
causing harm to voters’ confidence in the referendum and it is therefore right that we investigate.”
Ends
For more information, contact the Electoral Commission press office on 020 7271 0704 or
press@electoralcommission.org.uk
Out of office hours 07789 920 414
Notes to editors
1. Sections 111 to 124 of PPERA (as applied and modified by EURA), and Schedule 1 to EURA, set out the
controls applying to expenses by, and donations to, permitted participants at the EU Referendum.
2. The Electoral Commission is the independent body which oversees elections and regulates political
finance in the UK. It works to promote public confidence in the democratic process and ensure its integrity
by:
enabling the delivery of free and fair elections and referendums, focusing on the needs of electors and
addressing the changing environment to ensure every vote remains secure and accessible;
regulating political finance – taking proactive steps to increase transparency, ensure compliance and pursue
breaches;
using our expertise to make and advocate for changes to our democracy, aiming to improve fairness,
transparency and efficiency.
The Commission was set up in 2000 and reports to the UK and Scottish Parliaments.
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As the FOI asks us for information up until 26 November 2017, we will need to collate and release
(subject to exemption) all correspondence between 1 July 2016 to this date. Having had a quick
look on CCM, this covers advice, compliance and presumably enforcement correspondence.
As last time, this will take a significant amount of time/work to compile and redact. Let me know if I
can help at all.

From: Louise Edwards
Sent: 20 December 2017 15:05
To:
Cc:
Subject: FW: Freedom of Information - Communication with Vote Leave 186/17

Hi
Can you please have a quick look at the FOI below and let me know if you think much of this falls
under the FOIs you’ve already done?
Please ignore question 1 (we’re not required to create a list) – I just need a sense of how much
might fall under question 2, and how much we’ve already published.
Thanks
Louise
From: FOI
Sent: 20 December 2017 14:25
To: Louise Edwards
Cc: FOI
Subject: Freedom of Information - Communication with Vote Leave 186/17

Hi Louise,
Was just going to let you know about this FOI being due out next Wednesday and I have just
realised this email was not sent to you, but was sent to the requestor instead!
So sorry about this! How long do you envisage this could take?
Il have to consider this and get back to the requestor to inform of delay if needed.
Please can you let me know!
Regards,
From: FOI
Sent: 27 November 2017 15:47
To:
Cc: FOI
Subject: Freedom of Information - Communication with Vote Leave 186/17

FOI 186/17
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Dear Louise,
The Commission has received the following FOI request:
I am writing to make a request under the Freedom of Information Act for:
1. A list of all email and document-based (for example but not limited to letter, memo, fax,
etc) communication between the Electoral Commission and Vote Leave (including any
recognised members of Vote Leave), between 1 January 2016 and today's date, 26
November 2017. For each item in the list, please provide the date the communication was
sent or received, the name of the sender and recipient, the title or reference of the item,
and a summary description of the item's contents.
2. Copies of all the email and document-based (for example but not limited to letter, memo,
fax, etc) communication between the Electoral Commission and Vote Leave (including any
recognised members of Vote Leave), between 1 January 2016 and today's date, 26
November 2017.
If my request is refused either in whole or in part, please make specific reference to
exemptions within FOIA.
For information, here is a link to the FOI Internal Procedure
You have been identified as the MT member responsible for preparing the response and ensuring
that it is sent out to the requester as soon as possible and within the 20 working days statutory
deadline for FOI requests. For this request the 20 working day deadline falls on 27/12/17 but we
should aim to get the response out in advance of that date if possible.
If you are not the right MT member to lead on this request, it is your responsibility to pass
on the request to that person as a matter of urgency.
Please update the FOI log every Friday with details of the progress in responding to the request.
This should include the risk level and who is involved in preparing the response.



If Third Party consultation is required, please ensure that this is done at the earliest
opportunity, preferably by the end of day 3. This will ensure little hold up in made in
preparing the response.
If you decide that this FOI is deemed high risk, please inform me as soon as possible so
that we can plan a realistic schedule to meet the deadline.

Please insert your answer to the request into this relevant FOI Response Letter Template.docx
Once the draft has been completed, and approved if it is a higher risk request, please send it to
the Information Management team who will send the response out to the requester.
All emails and documents that need to be retained as a record of the Commission’s actions in
responding to the request should be stored in this folder: Skynet/DM/Functions/Information
Management/FOI DPA Requests/ Communication with Vote Leave.
As MT lead for this request, is your responsibility to ensure that they are there ready for review in
the event of a request for internal review of an FOI response, or a request for information from the
Information Commissioner’s Office.
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Please could you also fill in the time recording sheet for this FOI request here Time
Recording FOI 186 17.xlsx
Enter time in 15 minute segments e.g. 15 minutes = 1; 30 mins = 2; 45 minutes = 3; 60
minutes = 4, etc. This is cumulative time per task across the entire FOI rather than by day.
Select your team from the dropdown menu options.
Please get back to me with any questions.
Kind Regards,
Information Management Adviser
The Electoral Commission
3 Bunhill Row
London EC1Y 8YZ
electoralcommission.org.uk
yourvotematters.co.uk
Twitter | Facebook | Blog
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